04 nissan quest

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle will only be available for
a short time until our wholesalers arrive for liquidation. Description: Used Nissan Quest 3.
Thanks for visiting Powered by a 3. Clean CarFax, k miles,. This car is priced at auction prices
for the public before we send it to the actual auction. Some reconditioning will be required, the
vehicles are sold as-is and shown. Recent Arrival! Call now to set your VIP appointment at
Smoke Metallic Nissan Quest 3. North Park Mazda is very proud to offer this good-looking
Nissan Quest 3. Better Value! Garantia en la mayoria de nuestros Vehiculos!! Warranty on most
of our Vehicles!! No good credit?? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. Five
Star Dealer. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Check Availability. Frame damage. Showing
1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This van has been great. Millage is good 21 city 28 hwy , We now have , and have had very few repairs considering its age. Mostly routine
repairs. I love driving this van, it is very comfortable, handles well and acceleration is great! I
live in a northern state and it handles winter driving well even with only FWD and all season
tires. However, I hate backing it up as visiblity is lousy. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. You will
be sending an item to us for repair. Once we receive your item, the turnaround is generally
business days. This is a repair service for , , and Nissan Quest gauge clusters. The LCD screen
that displays the odometer, fuel and temperature commonly fades out until you cannot read it
anymore. If your instrument cluster loses all power or the screen and warning lights shut off we
will first repair that issue. Then, we install our brand new LCD screen and re-calibrate your
needles. We also offer an odometer correction service if you already purchased another cluster
with the incorrect mileage. We will repair your item within business days of arrival and ship it
back to you. Brian verified owner â€” November 25, Tanin Auto Electronix was super easy and
the repair was done quickly and got my van back on the road with no issues! Thank you!
Anonymous verified owner â€” July 8, I just got back my cluster and just installed back into my
Quest! I can now see the gas,hot and cold and mileage readings again! Very happy! Guest â€”
February 13, I thought that my only option was to send my cluster in to be repaired. My new part
arrived quickly in the mail in about 2 days. I took a few moments to watch the informative
YouTube tutorial on its proper install. I am so happy that I found Tanin Auto. I have saved
hundreds of dollars on having a dealer do this simple repair. Great service and great Tech
support! I would highly recommend Tanin Auto to anyone! Your email address will not be
published. We will not be sending you a replacement unit. We have separate services if you are
looking for a replacement unit. This fee covers the time and labor involved with processing and
testing your unit. Almost all of our repairs require that you send the entire unit for us to
warranty the work we perform. For example, if you are sending an instrument cluster to be
repaired, you must send the entire cluster including the lens. In the event of your unit being
non-repairable and you decide to purchase a replacement unit, we will assume you do not want
your original unit shipped back to you. If you do want the original part returned, then it will be
your responsibility to inform us and accept the additional shipping charges. Our preferred
method of shipping for available locations in the Midwest. Spee-Dee provides overnight
shipping for most locations at a reasonable cost. In more rural areas, shipping is generally
between days instead. If you are within the Spee-Dee service area, then this option will be
available for you. Estimated delivery times of 5 business days or less. For select areas on the
West Coast, this can extend to business days. Skip to content. What is same-day service? On
repair services additional insurance is applied to your return shipment only. Reviews 3 This is a
repair service for , , and Nissan Quest gauge clusters. Instrument Cluster Removal. Make Nissan
Condition Refurbished. Warranty This LCD screen we install comes with a lifetime warranty.
What Happens Next? Rated 5 out of 5. Add a review Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Warranty Terms Almost all of our repairs require that you send the entire unit for us
to warranty the work we perform. Non-repairable Items In the event of your unit being
non-repairable and you decide to purchase a replacement unit, we will assume you do not want
your original unit shipped back to you. Thank you Your request has been received. You will be
contacted shortly. This does not include faster return shipping! Please select an expedited
shipping option separately during checkout. UPS Ground Estimated delivery times of 5
business days or less. Please select a shipping insurance option. The production third
generation Quest was unveiled for the model year at the North American International Auto
Show. Working on a 04 quest. My first stupid mistake was not disconnecting the battery. I was
changing the O2 sensor and the rubber boot on the alternator slipped up and the socket
grounded the positive lead to the alternator. There really was not a spark, but there was a quick

puff of smoke. And a slight pop from the battery I believe. The van starts but no electronics
work except for the display. And a bunch of dummy lights are on. In park full throttle only revs
up to 2k rpm and in drive or reverse on flat surface will accelerate but if I encounter a hill lit will
not go up. Reverse is the same. No acceleration. Looks like the fuses are all good. Would the
grounding out the positive wire cause the alternator to go bad? Which in turn make pretty much
everything not work since the system is pretty much all electric? I have hooked up a code
reader but there are no codes that have to do with electric. Needless to say I still need to replace
the O2 sensor. Thank you for your help. Ty for your quick response. But I was able to figure out
the problem. There are a few in line fuses on the positive battery cable at the battery terminal.
And the 40amp fuse was blown. I have also replaced the 02 sensor. Fix Your Stuff. Back
Answers Index. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a
good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1. The All-New. The high performance electronics
repair kit. Chosen Solution. Fully press and release the accelerator pedal five times within 5
seconds. Wait 7 seconds Fully depress the accelerator pedal all the way to the floor and hold for
ten seconds. At this point the light CEL should start flashing error code stored in the system
and you can release the pedal. If you only get five flashes slowly or not flashing at all, then it is
time You went on one of the above steps and you have to start from scratch. Fully release the
accelerator pedal while the CEL is still blinking and wait about 10 second. Fully depress the
accelerator pedal and keep it for more than 10 seconds. Fully release the accelerator pedal The
CEL light will continue to blink. Turn the ignition off and start the engine to verify the indicator
has been reset. What concerns me is the puff of smoke. Have you check the area where you
seen it come up to identify any parts etc.? If unsure post plenty of picture about location etc.
Adding images to an existing question. Was this answer helpful? Score 2. Add your answer nate
will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
May I've been battling this off and on since January. Our problem is that our normal lives never
have us close to a Nissan dealer, so the odds of it happening and being able to take it in to
display the symptom is pretty slim. Alternatively, if you don't want to reveal the details I
requested, would you ask the dealer for the same information so that I could pass it on to a
local dealer and have them look into it? Thanks, -cj PS Feel free to email me as well. I have the
rubbing sound when starting from stop in a hard left turn. Mine sounds like tire rubbing
something. Problem is not reliably repeatable. I was told by dealer that Nissan is aware and
preparing a fix for the 3rd row seat rattle. The question is "Can you trust a dealer? Had mine in
the dealer today for this and an oil change. They say they can fix it, but need 2 hours which I did
not have to fix. I do trust the dealer as they Freehold Nissan have been very straight forward
with me. They even recommended pursuing Lemon Law action when I had repeated problems
with the radio. I took it to the dealer and they lubricated the steering parts, but couldn't find
anything else at the mile service. Funny thing was that the noise was gone the next day after it
happened. I think it was the tight turn up the hill somehow that started it. I gave them a very
detailed writeup of how it happened. Sorry about not responding earlier; there is not much I can
add except what's in the repair order, it only states: "Tech found the TCM was defective.
Replaced the TCM to correct. The dealer is Kings Nissan in Cincinnati, , and the Service
Advisor's name is Jason, perhaps he can provide you with more information. Hope this helps.
Can someone who managed to successfully fix the rattle let me know what was done to the
door? I've gone in at least times without getting the thing fixed. The dealer tells me that there is
no bulletin or suggestions from Nissan about the door. From my work order: "Technician and
Nissan Corp Rep verfied noise from right rear sliding door. Technician performed bulletin adjust
dovetails and lube divetails. Technician roadtested with Nissan rep no more noises present at
this time" FC: ZH41 From another work order: "Installed rubber spacers to door stops". I have
also heard that this rattling can be caused by a loose wireharness in manual sliding doors, one
person I spoke with said that it was deafening. What I had was a popping noise, but the fix did
work properly. The only noise I still get is the thrid row seat has a little front-back play in the
seat back, which also has a fix. I am getting that done soon. We purchased our quest at the end
of January we so far we love it. We have experience a problem with the Passanger Air Bag light
not going off airbag engaging when my wife is in the passanger seat. According to the manual it
should go off when there is a person above lbs in the passanger seat. Some times it goes off
and sometimes not. Most of the time she has to push on the roof of the van to get it to engage.
Our dealer told us that they have had 3 other similar complaints of people of the approx same
weight. Has anyone else experienced this problem? Sounds like the compressor clutch
engaging. Thanks, The dealer told us about that recall, but it was for the switch weight being set
too low. Airbag engaging while a child, someone less that lbs in the seat. It seems that Nissan

made an adjustment to fix that problem but now the switch weight set too high. Thanks for the
door info we have noticed that the powersliding door stops as we back out of the driveway if it
is not completly closed yet. I tried maniacally at the shop fitting a Yak and a Thule gutter rack on
to the sliding door interior gutters to no avail. I tried the Thule gutter rack, forget the yakima. On
the Thule, the round knob to tighten needs replacing with just a bolt at it's big enough to foul
the door itself. The oivoid Yak knob avoids this. Anyone else have any luck? I have an SL built
Oct. It seems like the compressor requires way too much torque to be turned when the clutch
first kicks in. This problem seems to happen more often and the noise is louder when outside
temperature is higher and the van has been rested for a while like overnight. In fact that's how
I'm trying to remember to avoid this problem. Me again, questsl, I just got off the phone with
Jason at Kings Nissan. He said that if I had the repair order number or your name he could
probably trace down the diagnostics run by the technician and give me that info. I can
understand if you wouldn't want to provide that info on the board, but would you mind emailing
me one of the two pieces of info? You can email me through my profile, or simply google the
name "chris cleeland" and you'll find me. Thanks, -cj. Has anyone had trouble with this going
off at random SE '04 I get out and wipe the sensors, etc and sometimes it stops and other times
it doesn't. The dealer can't make it happen so they say they can't fix it. Very annoying and
frustrating since this is just one problem on my list had the door rattles, rear window motor die,
sunshade break, and have been waiting two weeks now for the parts to repair 3rd row seat
rattle. Love the car, but this is getting absurd. I had the TCM replaced a few weeks back, and
obviously that did not solve the issue, or that is not the issue; something else is making it
malfunction; it is bothering because it happens on and off, can't replicate at the dealer The
dealer says they can't really know what it is unless it comes in with the engine light on, or
actually presenting the problem, as it did last time Sorry to hear, had mine checked out and
nothing could be found. Let's keep each other posted on any updates and changes. New here,
we just bought an SE, love it so far only a few hundred miles. Anyway, any EZ Pass users out
there with 04 Quests? Where did you mount your tag so as not to cause radio interference or
any interference with the tag transmitter? Love the rear backup sensor on our Quest. Except
when we're using the towbar bikerack or camper. Then it's useless for backing up, because it's
always on. Any way to disable or mute it when were towing something? Mounted my tag on the
windshield where the rearview mirror hides it from my line of sight. Have not had any problems
with it. The radio antenna is located on the rearmost side glass. I read that in the manual about
the antenna rear side windows , I guess I was confused by the "metallic-like" black dots on the
inside of the windshield on the top, especially the larger area above the mirror. Anyone know
what those are for? I guess you put it below those, more directly behind the mirror, then? Yes,
there is a rear sensor disable to the left of the steering wheel above your left knee where the
other "disable" switches, like VDC, ov'head lights, etc, are. Almost all cars have some form of
these. They break-up direct sunlight, they act like a filter so if light pokes over a visor or mirror
you don;t get blinded I put my EZ pass behind the mirror right side and it works perfectly. Of
course it could still be the TCM, but they may all have this same flaw since this is obviously
happening with multiple vehicles. After talking to the service guy at the dealer, it sounds as if
they don't even check with Nissan about it unless they can see it happening, so there is no way
to get the info up the chain. Has anyone else had problems with random beeping of the warning
chimes for door closures, keys in ignition, etc? Our 04 Quest will do a series of three beeps
three times periodically and randomly. Sometimes it happens when the keys are not even in the
ignition. Our local dealer couldn't find any problems when checking the sensors, doing a
computer check, but they replaced the spedometer upon the recommendation of Nissan tech
services. It didn't correct the problem. Any thoughts or similar experience? They even checked
the engine computer and found no trouble codes. Being a computer professional, I'm just
thinking right now if it's the TCM, then it should always be manifesting the problem since the
Transmission Control Module is a computer, could it be a sensor that sends a signal to the TCM
that it should engage "Drive" since it was selected? Have a Quest LS with 10, miles. When
outside temperatures go above 85 degrees the only way I can get the car partially cooled down
to a 80 degree interior temperature is to keep it constantly in the "re-circulation" mode with
everything going full blast front and rear. If the car has four or more passengers it gets worse.
Wanted to take the car in to have this checked out but the service department keeps telling me
this is normal for this car. The manual states that the AC should not be run for long periods of
time in the "re-circulation mode as the air will get stale and the windows may fog up. Have been
trying to get a hold of Nissan direct but so far no help. Any suggestions out there? How far was
your drive? We had about an hours drive by highway. Our AC worked fine. It was noticeably
colder in the re-circ mode but did fine in normal. You have to remember this is a big, open
vehicle with a lot of windows. It's harder to move the air around and keep it cool. If you ahve a

meat thermometer, you can check the temperature of the air coming out of the vents. I'm sure
there is a range of acceptable temperature for the air. I would give your service department a
call to see what that range is. I have had my Quest since July 19 of I live in Phoenix, Arizona.
Last Summer we had days of over degree temperatures. No complaints about the cooling here.
High to day is 98, once again no problems. Where are you from? If I'm not feeling there's a
problem, and you are, then maybe you do have a problem. Don't know the details, but it caused
the air to be "warmewd" over the engine, which would cause insufficient cold air. I have driven
my for three hour drives at 90 deg 5ooo miles on it. We had to turn the air off in the back
becuase it was freezing the kids. The front was on 1 as was the back. Add me to the list. Put it in
reverse, backedup, put it in drive and, well you know the rest. Turned the car off, restarted it and
it was fine. June Anyone had this problem? After starting my 04 Quest SE, reverse sensor is
either off "off" light on switch is on or, if it does stay on, as soon as I backup and it starts to
beep in proximity to an object, it shuts off again, "off" light comes on. Any thoughts before I call
the dealer? I am an EZ pass user - have a 04 SL - I have mounted it on the windshield right
behind the rear-view mirror. It works fine. I was told there is a new radio to replace the problem
radio. Has anyone received the new radio as of yet? I am schedule for replacement this Friday!
Hopefully it will resolve the problem. I got what I beleive is one of the first "Countermeasure"
radios. SInce that replacement the unit has been perfect. There was a problem withthe original
Clarion radio receiving an over-volt and shutting down. This unit prevents that problem. Thanks,
Glad to hear the problem was resolved! Nissan issued an TSB regarding the problem and mine
was supposedly fixed but it still has same problem Had car in service 3 days. Has anyone had a
problem after the fix? Thanks Bob. Had the van in on Friday for the fix Granted, this is better
than before the "fix" as it occurred about 6 times on Thursday before we took it in. Anyway, just
wanted you to know you are not alone. Nissan Quest should be called Microsoft Windows 95,
restarts and intermittent problems is what that OS was best known for. Experienced all those
with my S and The following happened within 2 months the grinding noise when turning the
steering wheel all the way to the left disappeared after 3 or 4 times of manifesting itself and
never came back, the service engine soon light came on together with rough idling after a fill up
with cheap gasoline and was fixed by the dealer who "reset" the engine computer, as for the
gas gauge stuck on empty, experienced that twice only with Shell gasoline, it will slowly go up
after about miles, never had the problem with other brands. If you go to Car and Driver's
website and go to their minivan comparo where they ranked the Quest 3rd, the last statement on
the Quest review says it all.. I read recently where a town was having major problems with gas
guages goig out of whack. The local gas station Shell, I believe was selling gas with high sulfur
content. The excees sulfur was causing the fuel guage to read empty. Brought my Quest in for
service and they have found the freon was undercharged. They evacuated the system and
added 2lbs of freon. This helped a little but the air is still just cool. In fact, my F will go down to
38 on occasions. Drove my quest for the same amount of mileage 8 , the same time of day, and
the vent temperature barely got down to 50 degrees. All three vehicles used the same Ra freon.
Now with temperatures at - degrees, this is becoming an issue. Brought the Quest in for service
a second time and they said this is normal. They measured a temperature of 46 - 48 with a
outside ambient temperature of 95 degrees. Maybe for an "older" vehicle this will be acceptable
but for a brand new vehicle Not too promising since this applies to Vehicles built before August
Anyone else has seen anything similar? My Quest SL has 5, miles and I have a rattle in the front
area of car. The service guy took a ride and heard the noise but said cannot locate. Has anyone
experienced this rattle. I need to pinpoint it so I can hopefully have it fixed. Its very annoying! I
would appreciate any help! I'm new to this list and I would assume this topic has been
dicsussed. I will describe what we have and if someone does not mind getting me up to date I
would appreciate it. I like the car but We have had this problem occur twice since we bought the
car in Nov Second week we owned it my husband told me the transmission slipped from a
stopped position or low speed the car had no power, the engine was working hard but the car
barely moved Once the car was turned off and started again the problem was gone. Second time
happened to me in March of this year. Same situation, I drove it sraight to the dealer, did not
turn off the car, and test drove with our service rep. He witnessed the problem but guess what
Around town we get miles per gallon. We feel very strongly that this poor gas mileage is related
to this transmission problem. On road trips with all freeway driving we get around miles to
gallon, never in the 20's!!! I lost my case since we had only 2 times, I was hoping the 2 times
with a problem that could cause bodily injury or death would apply. But no I might not meet the
lemon law but false advertising is looking like a claim. I'm upset since the gas mileage was a
factor in which car we bought. Just curios, what state are you in and did you proceed on your
own or with a lawyer. As you can see Nissan came ready for you. I love my quest but did seem
legal help when we had repeated problems. I keep a very extensive file on what has occurred

and never hesitated to put Nissan in the hotseat, results have been in my favor. But it is based
upon range received by test vehicles driven to the letter of the law when it comes to economical
usage no sudden starts, etc. There is usually a posting on the car as to what the range of the
tested vehicles showed. Welcome to the rattlefest! I still like my Quest SL, however. I had a bad
strut in the back it sounded like 2 billiard balls hitting together. My dealer replaced no charge. I
also have had rattle problems with both sliding doors and rear lift gate. I have had it in 4 times
in the first 3 months for the various rattles. Also "fixed" no charge, but seem to creep back after
a while. Good luck! Thanks for the reply I'm from California. Truth is Nissan did not come very
well prepared, they just knew the law was in their favor. It is very difficult when your problem
does not "duplicate". They have given me a rental when they've had it. And you better believe I
keep everything Nissan has been awful. Bottom line is I do not find it acceptable to pay 30k for a
car, have a major component of the car malfunction and be given no explantion and no fix. They
have offered no explanation for this transmission problem and don't appear interested in
determing the cause. In fact, by their reation, lack there of, I am quite confident they are full
aware of what exactly is going on There are enough other similar complaints on this list and the
NHS??? I'm an engineer, I tell you those engineers at Nissan know something about this
problem. I would really like to take a poll of how many people have had this lack of power issue.
Perhaps we could contact Nissan as a group and ask for their assistance. I am willing to use the
proper channels and give them an opportunity to respond. My next instinct tells me Thanks,
Tara. But I am certain if that happened to me I would be right in there asking for it to be fixed.
I'm glad to hear Nissan has responded. That's what makes me think it is not Nissan's
unwillingness to help but the fact that they've run the numbers and they can't afford to admit
there is a transmission problem so they'll stomach the complaints one owner at a time. It is a
great car, and I did opt for this one over the Sienna for many of the reasons mentioned on this
list. At 5' 9'' tall I felt really cramped in the Sienna. What's a mini-van for if not to feel
comfortable! What do I have now? A brand new car with a transmission that slips It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited March in Nissan. This discussion is for everyone
who would like to describe Nissan Quest problems. July Guys, I know that Quest just came on
market, and it's probably too soon to talk about flaws. But after months in this message board
we will see how good is quality of this car. August In the first week of ownership I have had
trouble getting key to the lock position after parking the vehicle. Work-around is to depress
brake, shift out of park and then back to park. Then key moves to lock position and can be
removed. Will see dealer this week about that. It happened once only, the car was in park
position, no sound from radio or CD I tried every thing, played with radio controls nothing
happened. I restarted the van every thing was back to normal, Sound was OK from Radio, never
happened again, i am curious if this happened to someone else, over all I have not encountered
any problems, as this is first year production vehicle I am expecting there will be some glitches
04 sienna has lots of problem and a recall also so far so good. I am very impressed with the
handling of the van, I am still in Engine break in period once I complete it, we are planning for
longer trip,. Took delivery about 2 weeks ago. We did have a small issue with the panel on the
rear quarter above the sliding door channel coming loose. They have ordered new clips to hold
the panel in. Unfortunately, this put a very small scratch in the paint on the rear quarter, but it is
concealed and will easily touch up. There may also be some rattles from the storage
compartments overhead where the LCD would normally go where the doors rattle with a hard
bump. The driver's seat lumbar adjustment does not appear to stay in the engaged position and
springs back. I can probably live with this issue as I really don't want to have them tear apart the
seat for something we hardly use. The standard position has a considerable amount of lumbar.
All things considered, these are rather small items for a unit on the first delivery to our local
dealers. September We bought 04 Quest 6 weeks ago and since then we have noticed that after
driving the van for 10 or more mins, if we stop and start again we started getting warm to hot air
Depending on outside temp from the front air vents. It feels like we turned on the heater. The
rear vent is fine. Has anyone experienced this? On the first day of driving the van to work and
letting in set out in the sun all day the AC gave me problems. AC on auto. Ran great for about 3
minutes then the blowers stopped. After about 2 or 3 minutes they started blowing again but
only of about a 1 count. Did that 2 more times. On the 4th restart it stayed on and worked as
advertised. The display indicated everything was working fine but I was have a melt-down. It
was hot and I was hotter because of the newness of the van. Same problem the next day after
work Friday. Hasn't done it again but it was much cooler Monday. Naturally I couldn't duplicate
the problem at the dealers as it wasn't out in the heat all day. Plan to take it in Thursday
morning and have them check it in the afternoon. Anyone else have this problem or know of any

tech bulletins? This is the design way that a lot Nissan behave like this. At least my Nissan
Altima acts like this. The story behind this is as below. This is what I did. Did not find much
details on the specific controls that SE models comes with except general definitions. Noted
that front-lower vents will still have a slow flow leak? I take technician for a 10 minutes ride on
state highway, demo the hot air issue I go back to my salesman Wants to know the outcome of
my visit to service department at my dealership. Card also has this rep's direct extension
number and my file number. To be continued I have 2 vehicles. Maxima 99 and Ody Maxima
Even without climate control has wors ac system I saw. Unable to cool air from beginning in
minutes, unable to cool intake air during hot day if used with faster fan speed. Also without ac,
during ride in mid cool day it's bursting warm air for 10 min from vent, after car was parked in
shaded area engine heat. Performs like swiss watch. If you say 69 at sunny, hot day, after 1min
you will enjoy it. It takes long time to get cool air. I called Nissan and they said, they are aware
of this and working on the problem. I have been asked to wait till they get a fix. The rear vents
are working fine. We recently got a Quest SE. I notice that when I start driving it, for the first
minutes, when I accelarate, the engine sounds as though there is a drag on it very noticeable
between mph, around rpm. Is this a common feature? I have not yet called the dealership. I
guess this fits under problems. I started looking at winter tires today for the new Quest, now
that the snow season is upon us in Colorado well, the High Country anyway. And guess what?
Nobody makes the tire size that is on the Quest. These specs translate into a SUV size tire, but
not in this exact configuration. These are nice enough, but they are all season touring tires and
won't cut it in the snow. This is only about a half inch in diameter, and a quarter inch in radius
which is what matters , but I wonder what the tolerance of the various computer systems that
would be affected by a tire size change might be. Something to think about if you are buying a
minivan and need snow tires immediately. Never tried these tires myself, but they seemed to get
decent reviews. While their give aways are not bad products, it would be nice if you could just
get a better price. The burning hot air blowing on your feet when the AC is on still drives me
nuts. Not happy at all. My big problem is the AM radio. The 1st day they said it was the radio.
Ordered a new radio. When it came in, it was the wrong radio. After a week, said they wouldn't
reorder because they thought it was a wiring problem my original suggestion. Got it back and it
worked right for about 3 weeks. Have been waiting for over a week for an idea of what to do
next. Am getting very frustrated. Drives great though. We took our first test drive this past
weekend and my wife noticed it immediately and was very annoyed. I hope Nissan take this
seriously and fixes it soon. I hope quest got an honest answer from Nissan that they are
working to fix it. I had called Nissan regarding hot air issue. They are still working on it. I have
not got any update on this yet. If other experience this issue please call Nissan not your dealer.
Dealer will say that how it will work because they don't seem to understand the issue right. That
is not acceptable to me. If that is the case why the rear end vents are still blowing cool air. I
guess this could be fixed by Nissan. I would expect Nissan to communicate to their service
centers and give honest reply to customers. I have SL. We did experience it once. I took it to the
dealer and they don't find any issue. It happend again. But now seems fine. One this we
observed is if you keep your gas pedals all the way up not down then it seems to work fine. If
you keep it down then I feel the drag. Try this and see if it works better. The 3. I have verified
this with anothers via forums like this one and with my dealer's service department. Symptoms:
outside temp 80 inside set at 65 upper duct lower floor duct Solution: A fellow Quest owner with
whom I emailed had the problem fixed by Nissan. It required a new heater system which
requires the dash to be removed. All new SE's will have the fix no idea as of when. Go and force
your dealer to help. My Story My dealer's service has been great. The minute they heard of the
problem they asked that we bring the car asap. They were concerned that it was a safety issue.
They gave us a Yukon hate it to drive while they investigate. Their inital test lead them to call
Nissan. They got the standard answer "that is how it works". In the mean time a second van had
the same problem. Our service manager said sorry Nissan that is not good enough. He forced
the area Nissan service manager to come down the next day and they did the temperature test
listed above. The area service rep is now trying to find the solution. I did mention above that
Nissan does have a fix, but this area's service rep has not heard of the problem or a solution. So
he is researching. I expect to have an answer soon. I'll post again. Thanks quest2k4. I will call
nissan and find out. They had given me a ref few weeks ago and I was told Nissan is working on
a fix. The rear end seems to work fine. I called Nissan to get update on my Hot air problem. They
say still working on a fix. You had mentioned on the previous msg that you friend got it fixed.
Do you mind giving your friend's email to get more info on his fix? Turns out the source that
told me he had his Quest fixed emailed that what ever was done by his dealer did not work.
Lastest from Nissan. A fix will be available in six weeks. Look for a recall some time in
mid-November. Does anyone know if this problem specific to the models with the automatic

temperature control, or has anyone noticed this problem on the "S" model with no ATC. We are
close to buying the "S" model, but now want to check this out again. It sounds very annoying
and maybe we should wait until Nissan finds the fix. I have a SE, but so far I don't think I have
the problems described by others. Some before this issue? Haven't seen one yet with this
problem? Picked up my new SE yesterday Will report on any evidence of this problem? A few
have griped that the Quest does not cool sufficiently. That is a totally subjective opinion, not a
demonstrated fact. I have 3 highline Mercedes-Benz cars, in addition to this Quest 2 S-types and
1 E-type and the Quest a mini box-truck can outcool any of them by a country mile. So who's
right on this issue? To each, his own What a great vehicle!! It takes about 30 min before the air
starts cooling. It was 80 yesterday in Seattle and the van was blwoing hot air. There is no
problem in the rear vents. If I keep the window open I hear this loud. I asked the dealer he says
the aerodynamic design causing this. I didn't remember hearing this noise when I test drove
other Quest Vans. I also notice a fairly loud whistle with the driver side window down. Also,
when the sun roof shade is open I get a good amount of wind noise on the roof rack with
everything else closed up. Not one of the quietest vehicles regarding wind. I have the SE for
about 1. But I do have 2 noises that drive me crazy. First off there is a very annoying rattle like
noise that sounds like it's coming from the column between the driver side slider and driver
door. Not sure what it is. I love everything else about the van but I am one of those people that
just can't ignore rattles. I think I drive my wife crazy because I am obsessed with the noises -lol.
Anyway I have not found time to take it in but I don't expect them to find the source of these
noises very easily and of course they probably won't happen when they drive them. Anyone
else with these two things? I did hear a rattling noise also from the driver sliding door side. It
took me a while to look, but finally I found that it was loose screw that was rolling around in the
sliding tract of the door. You might need a flash light to see it and take it out. No problems after
that. I will give the loose screw theory a try. October We picked up our SE on Saturday. We do
not have any of the rattles that people have described. However, the car has developed a
squeaking sound that comes from the overhead console. The squeaking sounds exactly like the
sound that the overhead bins on an airliner make when in turbulence. I can stop the sound
simply by pushing lightly with my hand on the console just in front of where the forward DVD
screen is. Going to have the dealer look at it. Our car also has the HVAC symptom that others
have described. However, the volume of air is very low -- I wouldn't have ever noticed it if I
weren't looking for it. Other than these, the car has been fine -- currently at around miles. I just
picked up my Quest on Saturday, also. Got back today from a 1, mile trip. Did not notice any
noise specifically from the mirrors, but the general character of the van is not that of a serene
ride. There is mucho wind and road noise at all highway speeds. Could be mirriors, roof rack,
running boards, tires, insulation, or all of the above. This is one of my main gripes at this point.
You can't hold a decent conversation at speed. Nissan needs to work on this area. But then
again, this is my first van, so this may be a general characteristic of these refrigerators on
wheels. Much better climate control that either of my 3 Benzes. I bought my 3. The same day,
the fuse controlling all interior "room" lights either blew or was already blown. I put the 4-day
old car in for service on 02 Sept 03; fuse was replaced and problem fixed Tonight, 02 Oct, same
problem occurred, no interior lights; assume the same cause, i. But what is the root cause of
the problem?? Anybody else experiencing this? I shot an email query off to Nissan tonight.
Iseram commented in post 2? We, too, have experienced the problem intermittently. The
temporary fix we have discovered is turning off the car, waiting 10 seconds, and restarting.
Fortunately, the problem occurs prior to actually starting the engine, so, when you turn the key
once, wait a few seconds to make sure you have sound, then start her up. Yes, we brought it in
to our dealer, they were unable to locate the problem. Fortunately, we had a recurrence in the
neighborhood, and was able to bring it in with the radio sans volume. Of course, we are still at
the "that's really weird" stage at the dealer, but at least they have witnessed it, and, thus, future
customers will not have to prove they are not crazy! We're up to miles, made our first long trip,
4 hours each way , and still enjoyed getting back in the car. Whoops, should save my review for
another discussion! The dealer put in a new fuse this morning but this afternoon when the front
passenger door was opened, it blew again. Scheduled all-day service on Tuesday to diagnose
the problem. Not many, including the service dept that took about a half-hour to find it the first
time. While on the subject of fuses, good luck figuring out what most of them control--unless
you're omniscient. The guide on the panel cover is basically gibberish. Shammond - I have a
similar rattle - sounds like it is coming from the passenger side slider and only when I am going
over real rough roads. This noise occurred when I test drove the van but it is not nearly as bad
now. Maybe if I give it a little more time, it will stop completely. Rattles also get on my nerves. I
also have like a road vibration noise in the instrument panel. This mainly occurs when I start out
with cold tires. But, seems like when the tires are heated it disappears. The only other thing I

have experienced is a slight vibration at 75MPH. Probably only a wheel balancing problem, I
hope! I am at about miles and who knows with a few more miles these things could be history.
It's a great vehicle - I'm very pleased with it. Just took delivery of Quest SE. I am experiencing
an excessive amount of squeaks and rattles which seem to coming from the passenger slider,
although I haven't been able to really isolate the variety of noises. One rather irritating noise is
the sound of compressing plastic as the car accelerates and brakes, this in addition to rattling
noises when hitting mild bumps. There may also be some noise coming from the overhead
console area The left side of the car seems perfectly quiet. In my mind, this is not acceptable for
a brand new vehicle of this calibre Waiting to hear back from the dealer for resolution. Got the
same unwelcome visitors in my week old SE. Are they some sort of no-cost option that Nissan
generously added without asking us? If so, I'd like to know how to deactivate 'em, cause they're
really annoying in a brand new car!! We love the new look and like the features offered in the
new Quest. However, there is a problem. A whistling noise can be heard on our van around the
driver side mirror while driving. It is very noticeable with the window down and can be heard
with the window up. The Nissan Dealership has looked at it twice. The last time they looked into
the problem, I asked if this was happening on other Quest. The same problem existed with the
Quest we drove off the lot. I did make the call and was told the whistle was a normal
characteristic of the Quest. I suggested it was a design flaw. The Customer Rep disagreed.
During my communication with Consumer Affairs, they asked the Service Manager at the
Dealership I bought my van from to drive others. He drove 6 more and they all made the whistle
noise. The fix they have come up with is to put insulated tape in the space between the mirror
and base of the mirror. I am unhappy with this fix and write this to make you aware of this
problem. I do not feel taping should be a solution to something that cost as much as the Quest
does. If you go test drive the Quest, be sure to listen for this whistle. For you that already own a
Quest, call Nissan Consumer Affairs and file a complaint. They need to hear from us! I am doing
everything I can to make people aware of this problem. I expect more than just tape I had posted
this a week ago. I do get this noise a lot. I was told the same by my dealer. If you notice the
position of passenger side mirror is in different angle than the driver side. May be if they can do
the same angle for Drive side it might fix the issue. That means they have replace the entire
mirror fixture the black holder. Not sure if Nissan can do it. I have a Quest SL which I bought 1. I
already have miles on it. I think it is coming from either left or right sliding doors. Even I think it
is not acceptable for a brand new vehicle. I feel as though I am driving an old vehicle because of
these noises. Can anything be done about it? Please post if you have done so. I have
experienced the rattling coming from both sliding door when you hit a hard bump. I went to the
dealership for rattling issue, they are not aware of the problem, they asked me to leave the van,
they will tweak the door. I will wait until Nissan issue a service bulletin for the issue so that
dealership will not experiment with my vehicle. I recommend to people to wait a bit until Nissan
issues service Bulletin for these problems do not leave you car at the dealership for experiment.
Honda Odyssey had lot of problems with the doors in first couple years of production, not all
but lot of people have problems with Odyssey sliding doors. Check out Toyota Sienna problem
page, you will not feel that bad then. I also have the problem of the rattling noise with my SE. It
is in the driver side slider door. I have my SE about 2 weeks ago. I noticed the noise when I
drove the SE back to home which I did not notice the noise when I tested drove it?! I dropped
my SE to the dealer within the week to fix the problem, however, the dealer didn't fix it properly.
I dropped my SE to the dealer last thursday and it seems that this time the problem has been
fixed. But it was less noticeable than before. Based on the Technical Service Bulletins, I believe
the dealer did find the source of the problem and Nissan knew the problem as well. I guess all I
can do is to bring my SE back to dealer next week and get the problem fix again. Anyway, I love
my SE very much but it is kind of hassle to my SE in and out the dealer for this problem. I've
had the SE since late Aug. I don't have the whistle, fuse, instrument panel rattling problems. It
happened when going over rough roads or going around a freeway on-ramp curve. At first I
thought it was the sliding door, but after checking around the area with somebody else driving it
turned out to be seat. I think it may have to do with not latching the second row seat firmly, after
either from folding it flat or tilting the whole seat forward. No problem with the rattle since then.
Otherwise still enjoying the ride. I already posted that I have a clunk in the back not me the car
and the rattle on driver sliding door. I still need to take it in but one more thing about the slider
noise. If you open up the driver door while driving be careful! It has a more metalic sound.
Anyway if and when I get it fixed I'll let you all know. I posted last week about the whistle noise. I
didn't mention the rattle in the driver side slider door but we do have it also. Everyone needs to
call Nissan Consumer Affairs about the issues. I feel Nissan will not get concerned about a
reported problem until they get enough calls. Do you all think I was naive to think that any van
would get 19 mpg in the city as the EPA sticker states? I have just gone over the Consumer

Reports comparison and they all get abysmal city gas mileage. Similar to what I am getting mpg
in the Quest. I don't even drive that many miles a week. This is on the computer that measures
it. This is close to big SUV mpg, isn't it? Should be higher if I could bring my speed down some.
Are you traveling exclusively on surface streets, with all their stop and go lights? If so, that
could be why your milage is so lousy. I drive about 9 miles a day, back and forth to work. Avg
speed I would estimate 30mph with 3 stop lights a
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nd 3 stop signs along the way. I sure hope it gets a little better. I just sort of feel like I should
have a hybrid with this van to balance it. No question about it Dogmom2, that's the kind of
commute that hybrids thrive on. But there's no 4, pound van with a hybrid, just yet. Rumor has
it that Toyota is planning a hybrid Sienna in '05 or ' That will probably be what you need for this
commute, assuming you can afford the price the dealers will likely put on that van. I think your
commute is the problem, more than the van. If I understand correctly, you travel 4. If so, you're
barely warming up the engine and tranny, and you never get into the most efficient rev range or
temperature for this type of engine. Not only will your gas milage be lower, but your brakes will
likely wear out sooner and you'll need more frequent oil changes to keep moisture out of the
internals. Any mechanically adept posters out there that can help Dogmom2 understand what
she's up against in her mileage battle?

